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Welcome
T O  O U R  H O M E

“My Caracole Experience”
- Emma R., Stylist/Lifestyle Blog Author

As I watch the moving truck leave my driveway and turn the corner, I can hardly 
believe this day, moving day, has come and gone. Suddenly, the house is quiet and 
it gives me a chance to reflect on the blur of activities of the last few months 
meeting with the architect and builder, selecting paint colors and finishes and 
really stepping outside of my comfort zone more than a few times to make 
modern, sophisticated choices. Now, as I see my furniture in my new home, I 
am giddy. I absolutely adore the choices I have made from the rich, dark brown 
doors to the limestone floors and plaster walls. I am simply amazed how lovely 
the furniture looks in its new surroundings. 
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purrr-fect upholstered chair

on the cover: french connection closed storage

on the back: the bee’s knees-b upholstered chair

gold is up side table
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tie one on closed storage

curve your enthusiasm sofa

beau banc ottoman
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You think when that someday comes to create the perfect 
home, you will know exactly what defines you; when in 
reality, the vision takes a lot of hard work. I invested a lot of 
time reading interior design books, researching the perfect 
paint colors and looking at furniture. Then one day while 
shopping, I discovered Caracole. The furniture had a sense 
of history yet felt fresh and of the moment. I was especially 
taken with the luminous finishes and curvilinear shapes. 
It coordinated perfectly with the finishes and paint colors I 
had already selected for the house almost as if they were 
made for me. Some things are just serendipitous.

DESIGNER TIP
For a sophisticated and inexpensive way to add 
a modern vibe to a traditional home, paint your 

interior doors a rich dark brown.
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Buy neutral upholstery with clean, classic lines and layer of-the-moment 
custom pillows in luxurious fabrics for a timeless yet sophisticated look.

simple
E L E G A N C E

One of the main reasons I chose Caracole was the amazing 
collection of fabrics they select for their silhouettes. Nubby 
linens, soft velvets, supple leather, that exotic cut velvet zebra 
print, a crewel work embroidered linen and even a silk brocade. 
Layering fabrics with different textures adds depth and visual 
interest to my home. I like to play with shiny and rough textures 
like metal, wood, and ceramics and with curves and lines to 
create the perfect combination.
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Buy neutral upholstery with clean, classic lines and layer of-the-moment 
custom pillows in luxurious fabrics for a timeless yet sophisticated look.

simple elegance sofa

sociables cocktail table

out and about side tables

the bees knees-c upholstered chair
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smoke gets in my eyes closed storage

out and about side tables

sociables cocktail table

simple elegance sofa
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I wanted my home to not only be attractive but offer 
comfort and function. I like furniture that multi-tasks 
and serves a variety of needs as I raise my family, 
entertain and truly “live” in the living room.  That’s why 
I chose this chic little set of nesting tables. I can tuck 
them out of the way or use them individually for family 
dining or cocktails. I also looked for pieces that offered 
that little something special like the ‘Smoke Gets In 
My Eyes’ console. It has these amazing Italian mirrored 
doors. I wasn’t surprised to learn the glass is specially 
made for Caracole in Italy.

Good design 
requires paying 

attention to 
the details
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DESIGNER TIP
Black is such a great neutral 

because it works with any color.
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To me, dinner in the dining room is somehow more intimate 
and warm when seated around a table where I can easily see 
and talk to everyone. I know it’s a simple thing but a round table 
inspires great conversation, a place where guests tend to linger 
longer. So, for my new home, I selected the ‘Center of Attention’ 
dining table. I look forward to gathering with friends and family in 
the cool autumn evenings with a fire in the fireplace. I can’t wait 
to see how the table’s silver and gold leaf finishes reflect the 
light from the fire.

attention

center of attention dining table

chit-chat side chair

tall order open storage

jimmy buff-it closed storage

c-me mirror

C E N T E R  O F
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I envisioned this room to be the heart of my home 
with grand architectural details; high ceilings, rustic 
rough hewn beams and large french doors. I wanted 
this room to live-large and be able to accommodate 
a crowd.  The ‘On the Right Track’ sectional sofa is the 
ideal piece to complement the gracious proportions 
of the family room. I admire the textural play of the 
three fabrics: linen, leather and sueded chenille. This 
sectional sofa is perfect. 

I bought two of the ‘Book-it’ cocktail tables and 
bunched them together.  The tables provide both 
beauty and function as they help me organize and 
display my collection of interior design, art and 
architecture books while still offering ample surface 
space for entertaining and games.

I love the feel of sunlight 
flooding into my space. 

When designing my new 
home, I focused on the 

natural light, and selected 
furniture with light 

reflecting finishes 
bringing the outside in.
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on the right track sectional

book-it cocktail table

DESIGNER TIP
Don’t be shy when choosing large scale furniture 
for a grand room. A room’s furnishings should be 

in direct proportion to the architecture.
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the top
I wanted a bedroom with a soft palette and exquisite finishes; a serene oasis 
where the worries of the day would melt away. My carefully selected Caracole 
items are everything I had envisioned.  The robin’s egg leaf finish on the ‘Crystal 
Blue Persuasion’ closed storage piece is so unusual and reminds me of an 
abalone shell we found on the beach during our honeymoon.  The ‘Over the 
Top’ canopy bed is strong yet graceful and its subtle pearlized finish quietly 
reflects the morning light from the window.

O V E R
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Everything in a bedroom should contribute to an atmosphere of peace

over the top canopy bed

crystal blue persuasion closed storage

the finishing touch ottoman
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I was captivated by the contemporary, clean-lined 
bedroom furniture from the beginning, but it was 
not until I opened one of the drawers that I knew 
immediately I had to have it. Caracole designed this 
furniture with someone like me in mind. I actually 
sighed the first time I opened the chest’s drawers 
and saw the dividers, a simple luxury that I have 
always loved.  They remind me of a favorite vintage 
chest I inherited.  The drawers are unique as they 
are lined with a delicate botanical print.  The tall 
chest has a center drawer with a key so I can lock 
away my jewelry.  The velvet ottoman made the 
must-have list when I discovered a set of hidden 
drawers that can hold up to a dozen pairs of shoes 
or all my bulky sweaters in the off-season.

I delight in little 
surprises like the 
elegant botanical 
drawer lining of 

my ‘Pearly White’ 
bedroom chest 
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pearly white closed storage

inside drawer of pearly white closed storage

crystal blue persuasion closed storage

off season ottoman
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raising cane sofa

get-a-round side table

note to self console table

girlie-girl side chair

DESIGNER TIP
When floating furniture in front of a large 

window or centered in a room, it is important that 
furniture be just as lovely when viewed from behind.
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In lieu of a traditional 
cocktail table, I placed 
a side table in front of 
the sofa for a touch of 
the unexpected. The 
sofa’s antique hand 
rubbed pine finish has 
a soft gray hue and the 
cane work is so pretty.

The curvaceous legs and sultry finish of the ‘Note to Self ’ 
console table are the feminine details I was looking for 
in a bedroom desk. Exquisitely finished on all sides, it is 
perfect floating in front of the bedroom window. For those 
days when work follows me home at night or in the early 
morning as I am checking email, it will serve as an ideal 
perch for my laptop. It also has two hidden leaves just in 
case I need a little extra space to spread out.  The most 
irresistible detail is hidden in the elegant floral pattern of 
the desk’s top, a mirror that can be opened up creating an 
alluring vanity table. I can just imagine myself sitting there 
in my bedroom looking out into the garden and putting on 
my jewelry or make-up.
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If design is all about the details then my new guest bedroom gives 
me a lot to talk about.  The curvaceous shape of the dresser and its 
textural finish invite you to reach out and run your fingers along its 
curves.  The silver nickel drawer hardware adds a little touch of glitz 
and a lot of Hollywood glam.  The oval vanity mirror provides an 
especially soft reflection as it is made from rose colored glass, and I 
just had to have ‘The Bees Knees’ chair.  With Caracole each piece 
makes a statement and this chair is like a little piece of jewelry that 
makes the room sparkle.

idea
N O V E L
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twin peaks closed storage

c-me mirror

the bees knees-b upholstered chair

idea
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It has a glass top so I don’t have to worry about 
damaging the finish when I leave a glass of water on 
the bedside table overnight.  There is an open shelf 
that’s backed in mirror, perfect for my books and 
magazines, and two more drawers for all those little 
things I need and never know where to put. 

‘Set in Stone’ which resides between my twin beds 
is just as practical but has a creamy marble top.  The 
twin beds are a case study in designer details.  The 
high back and graphic pattern of the quilted linen, 
trimmed out in contrasting grosgrain ribbon, makes 
an impressive statement when paired together.

I can’t say the bedside 
table was purely a practical 
choice but I wouldn’t be far 
off the mark. It is just one 
of those pieces that make 
perfect sense.
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pillow talk twin bed

set in stone night stand

novel idea night stand

DESIGNER TIP
Elevate linen curtains from simple to luxe with 

a curvaceous edge trimmed in a luxurious 
fabric like velvet or silk satin.
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social butterfly-b upholstered chair

carried away ottoman

DESIGNER TIP
Keep guests out of the kitchen when entertaining, 

strategically placing hors d’oeuvres in the room 
where you would prefer for them to gather. 

Arrange comfortable seating so guests can make 
conversation and easily reach appetizers and drinks.
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Whether entertaining family or friends, the old adage is so true. 
Everyone always ends up in the kitchen!  That’s why I am excited 
that my new house has this wonderful small space just off the 
kitchen with a fireplace. We are calling it the keeping room and 
furnishing it with four chairs that encircle an ottoman. The chairs 
are flirtatiously named ‘social butterfly’; how appropriate for my 
new room. The ottoman is my absolute favorite purchase of all. 
Its top rotates like a lazy-susan and the chic black lacquer trays 
can be removed for serving or for dinner on your lap.

B U T T E R F L Y
social
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details
I T’S ALL IN THE

In the end, it’s simple; I filled my new home with Caracole because of the exquisite details that go into every 
piece of furniture they create. Elegant, modern hardware; over fifty luminous, metallic, hand rubbed and faux 
painted finishes; luxe fabrics such as linen, velvet, leather, silk brocade and crewel; dressmaker details like the 

quilting on the bed with grosgrain ribbon trim; unexpected surprises like the botanical drawer lining and 
lingerie dividers; and even extravagant splurges like the imported mirror from Italy. It’s the simple nuances of 
these little details that make me feel like Caracole was custom designed just for me.
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DESIGNER TIP
A settee serves a multitude of functions 

in a busy, family home. A decorative settee is 
the ideal piece to set at the foot of a bed, 
place in a spacious closet, nestle into an 

alcove or tuck under a stairway.

Photography in this magazine features furniture in outdoor settings. In order to preserve the finish and quality, all furniture is intended for indoor use.

don’t be crewel settee
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